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ABSTRACT. Let g be a free brae algebra. This struture implies that g is also a pre-Lie
algebra and a Lie algebra. It is already known that g is a free Lie algebra. We prove here that
g is also a free pre-Lie algebra, using a desription of g with the help of planar rooted trees, a
permutative produt, and manipulations on the Poinaré-Hilbert series of g.
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Introdution
Let D be a set. The Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra of rooted trees HDR is introdued in [5℄ in the
ontext of Quantum Field Theory and Renormalization. It is a graded, onneted, ommutative,
non-oommutative Hopf algebra. If the harateristi of the base eld is zero, the Cartier-
Quillen-Milnor-Moore theorem insures that its dual (HDR)∗ is the enveloping algebra of a Lie
algebra, based on rooted trees (note that (HDR)∗ is isomorphi to the Grossman-Larson Hopf
algebra [10, 11℄, as proved in [12, 16℄). This Lie algebra admits an operadi interpretation: it
is the free pre-Lie algebra PL(D) generated by D, as shown in [4℄; reall that a (left) pre-Lie
algebra, also alled a Vinberg algebra or a left-symmetri algebra, is a vetor spae V with a
produt ◦ satisfying:
(x ◦ y) ◦ z − x ◦ (y ◦ z) = (y ◦ x) ◦ z − y ◦ (x ◦ z).
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A non-ommutative version of these objets is introdued in [9, 13℄. Replaing rooted trees
by planar rooted trees, a Hopf algebra HDPR is onstruted. This self-dual Hopf algebra is
isomorphi to the Loday-Rono free dendriform algebra based on planar binary trees [15℄, so by
the dendriform Milnor-Moore theorem [2, 18℄, the spae of its primitive elements, or equivalently
the spae of the primitive elements of its dual, admits a struture of brae algebra, desribed in
terms of trees in [8℄ by graftings of planar forests on planar trees, and is in fat the free brae
algebra Br(D) generated by D. This struture implies also a struture of pre-Lie algebra on
Br(D).
As a summary, the brae struture of Br(D) implies a pre-Lie struture on Br(D), whih
implies a Lie struture on Br(D). It is already proved in several ways that PL(D) and Br(D)
are free Lie algebras in harateristi zero [3, 8℄. A remaining question was the struture of Br(D)
as a pre-Lie algebra. The aim of the present text is to prove that Br(D) is a free pre-Lie algebra.
We use for this the notion of non-assoiative permutative algebra [14℄ and a manipulation of
formal series. More preisely, we introdue in the seond setion of this text a non-assoiative
permutative produt ⋆ on Br(D) and we show that (Br(D), ⋆) is free. As a orollary, we prove
that the abelianisation of HDPR (whih is not HDR), is isomorphi to a Hopf algebra HD
′
R for a
good hoie of D′. This implies that (HDPR)ab is a ofree oalgebra and we reover in a dierent
way the result of freeness of Br(D) as a Lie algebra in harateristi zero. Note that a similar
result for algebras with two ompatible assoiative produts is proved with the same pattern in
[6℄.
Notations. We denote by K a ommutative eld of harateristi zero. All objets (vetor
spaes, algebras. . . ) will be taken over K.
1 A desription of free pre-Lie and brae algebras
1.1 Rooted trees and planar rooted trees
Denition 1
1. A rooted tree t is a nite graph, without loops, with a speial vertex alled the root of t.
The weight of t is the number of its verties. The set of rooted trees will be denoted by T .
2. A planar rooted tree t is a rooted tree with an imbedding in the plane. the set of planar
rooted trees will be denoted by TP .
3. Let D be a nonempty set. A rooted tree deorated by D is a rooted tree with an appliation
from the set of its verties into D. The set of rooted trees deorated by D will be denoted
by T D.
4. Let D be a nonempty set. A planar rooted tree deorated by D is a planar tree with an
appliation from the set of its verties into D. The set of planar rooted trees deorated by
D will be denoted by T DP .
Examples.
1. Rooted trees with weight smaller than 5:
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q
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2. Rooted trees deorated by D with weight smaller than 4:
qa, a ∈ D, qqab , (a, b) ∈ D2, q∨qq acb = q∨qq abc , qq
q
a
b
c
, (a, b, c) ∈ D3,
q∨qq qad
c
b
= q∨qq qac
d
b
= q∨qq qad
b
c
= q∨qq qab
d
c
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b
d
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c
d
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q
a
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c
,
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q
a
b
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=
q∨qq
q
a
b
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, q
q
q
q
a
b
c
d
, (a, b, c, d) ∈ D4.
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3. Planar rooted trees with weight smaller than 5:
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4. Planar rooted trees deorated by D with weight smaller than 4:
qa, a ∈ D, qqab , (a, b) ∈ D2, q∨qq acb , qq
q
a
b
c
, (a, b, c) ∈ D3,
q∨qq qad
c
b
, q∨qq
q
a
db
c
, q∨qq
q
a
cb
d
,
q∨qq
q
a
b
dc
, q
q
q
q
a
b
c
d
, (a, b, c, d) ∈ D4.
Let t1, . . . , tn be elements of T D and let d ∈ D. We denote by Bd(t1 . . . tn) the rooted tree
obtained by grafting t1, . . . , tn on a ommon root deorated by d. For example, Bd( q
q
a
b
q c ) = q∨qq
q
d
ca
b
.
This appliation Bd an be extended in an operator:
Bd :
{
K[T D] −→ KT D
t1 . . . tn −→ Bd(t1 . . . tn),
where K[T D] is the polynomial algebra generated by T D over K and KT D is the K-vetor spae
generated by T D. This operator is moni, and moreover KT D is the diret sum of the images
of the Bd's, d ∈ D.
Similarly, let t1, . . . , tn be elements of T DP and let d ∈ D. We denote by Bd(t1 . . . tn) the
planar rooted tree obtained by grafting t1, . . . , tn in this order from left to right on a ommon
root deorated by d. For example, Ba( q
q
b
c
qd) = q∨qq
q
a
db
c
and Ba( qd q
q
b
c ) = q∨qq
q
a
bd
c
. This appliation Bd
an be extended in an operator:
Bd :
{
K〈T DP 〉 −→ KT DP
t1 . . . tn −→ Bd(t1 . . . tn),
where K〈T DP 〉 is the free assoiative algebra generated by T DP over K and KT DP is the K-vetor
spae generated by T DP . This operator is moni, and moreover KT DP is the diret sum of the
images of the Bd's, d ∈ D.
1.2 Free pre-Lie algebras
Denition 2 A (left) pre-Lie algebra is a ouple (A, ◦) where A is a vetor spae and ◦ :
A⊗A −→ A satisfying the following relation: for all x, y, z ∈ A,
(x ◦ y) ◦ z − x ◦ (y ◦ z) = (y ◦ x) ◦ z − y ◦ (x ◦ z).
Let D be a set. A desription of the free pre-Lie algebra PL(D) generated by D is given
in [4℄. As a vetor spae, it has a basis given by T D, and its pre-Lie produt is given, for all
t1, t2 ∈ T D, by:
t1 ◦ t2 =
∑
s vertex of t2
grafting of t1 on s.
For example:
qa ◦ q∨qq dcb = q∨qq qdc
b
a
+ q∨qq
q
d
cb
a
+ q∨qq
q
d
cb
a
= q∨qq qdc
b
a
+ q∨qq
q
d
cb
a
+ q∨qq
q
d
bc
a
.
In other terms, the pre-Lie produt an be indutively dened by:

t ◦ qd −→ Bd(t),
t ◦Bd(t1 . . . tn) −→ Bd(tt1 . . . tn) +
n∑
i=1
Bd(t1 . . . (t ◦ ti) . . . tn).
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Lemma 3 Let D a set. We suppose that D has a gradation (D(n))n∈N suh that, for all
n ∈ N, D(n) is nite set of ardinality denoted by dn, and D(0) is empty. We denote by FD(x)
the Poinaré-Hilbert series of this set:
FD(x) =
∞∑
n=1
dnx
n.
This gradation indues a gradation (PL(D)(n))n∈N of PL(D). Moreover, for all n ≥ 0, PL(D)(n)
is nite-dimensional. We denote by tDn its dimension. Then the Poinaré-Hilbert series of PL(D)
satises:
FPL(D)(x) =
∞∑
n=1
tDn x
n =
FD(x)
∞∏
i=1
(1− xi)tDi
.
Proof. The formal series of the spae K[T D] is given by:
F (x) =
∞∏
i=1
1
(1− xi)tDi .
Moreover, for all d ∈ D(n), Bd is homogeneous of degree n, so the Poinaré-Hilbert series of
Im(Bd) is x
nF (x). As PL(D) = KT D = ⊕ Im(Bd) as a graded vetor spae, its Poinaré-
Hilbert formal series is:
FPL(D)(x) = F (x)
∞∑
n=1
dnx
n = F (x)FD(x),
whih gives the announed result. ✷
1.3 Free brae algebras
Denition 4 [1, 2, 18℄ A brae algebra is a ouple (A, 〈〉) where A is a vetor spae and 〈〉
is a family of operators A⊗n −→ A dened for all n ≥ 2:{
A⊗n −→ A
a1 ⊗ . . .⊗ an −→ 〈a1, . . . , an−1; an〉,
with the following ompatibilities: for all a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bn, c ∈ A,
〈a1, . . . , am; 〈b1, . . . , bn; c〉〉 =
∑
〈〈A0, 〈A1; b1〉, A2, 〈A3; b2〉, A4, . . . , A2n−2, 〈A2n−1; bn〉, A2n; c〉,
where this sum runs over partitions of the ordered set {a1, . . . , an} into (possibly empty) on-
seutive intervals A0 ⊔ . . . ⊔A2n. We use the onvention 〈a〉 = a for all a ∈ A.
For example, if A is a brae algebra and a, b, c ∈ A:
〈a; 〈b; c〉〉 = 〈a, b; c〉 + 〈b, a; c〉 + 〈〈a; b〉; c〉.
As an immediate orollary, (A, 〈−;−〉) is a pre-Lie algebra. Here is another example of relation
in a brae algebra: for all a, b, c, d ∈ A,
〈a, b; 〈c; d〉〉 = 〈a, b, c; d〉 + 〈a, 〈b; c〉; d〉 + 〈〈a, b; c〉; d〉 + 〈a, c, b; d〉 + 〈〈a; c〉, b; d〉 + 〈c, a, b; d〉.
Let D be a set. A desription of the free brae algebra Br(D) generated by D is given in
[2, 9℄. As a vetor spae, it has a basis given by T DP and the brae struture is given, for all
t1, . . . , tn ∈ T DP , by:
〈t1, . . . ; tn〉 =
∑
graftings of t1 . . . tn−1 over tn.
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Note that for any vertex s of tn, there are several ways of grafting a planar tree on s. For
example:
〈 qa , q b ; qqdc 〉 = q∨qq qdc
b
a
+ q∨qq
q
d
ca
b
+ q∨qq qdb
c
a
+
q∨qq
q
d
c
ba
+ q∨qq
q
d
bc
a
+ q∨qq qdb
a
c
.
As a onsequene, the pre-Lie produt of Br(D) an be indutively dened in this way:

〈t; qd〉 −→ Bd(t),
〈t;Bd(t1 . . . tn)〉 −→
n∑
i=0
Bd(t1 . . . titti+1 . . . tn) +
n∑
i=1
Bd(t1 . . . ti−1〈t; ti〉ti+1 . . . tn).
Proposition 5 Br(D) is the free brae algebra generated by D.
Proof. From [2, 9℄. ✷
Lemma 6 Let D a set, with the hypotheses and notations of lemma 3. The gradation of
D indues a gradation (Br(D)(n))n∈N of Br(D). Moreover, for all n ≥ 0, Br(D)(n) is nite-
dimensional. Then the Poinaré-Hilbert series of Br(D) is:
FBr(D)(x) =
∞∑
n=1
t′Dn x
n =
1−
√
1− 4FD(x)
2
.
Proof. The Poinaré-Hilbert formal series of K〈T DP 〉 is given by:
F (x) =
1
1− FBr(D)(x)
.
Moreover, for all d ∈ D(n), Bd is homogeneous of degree n, so the Poinaré-Hilbert series of
Im(Bd) is x
nF (x). As Br(D) = KT DP =
⊕
Im(Bd) as a graded vetor spae, its Poinaré-
Hilbert formal series is:
FBr(D)(x) = F (x)
∞∑
n=1
dnx
n = F (x)FD(x).
As a onsequene, FBr(D)(x)− FBr(D)(x)2 = FD(x), whih implies the announed result. ✷
2 A non-assoiative permutative produt on Br(D)
2.1 Denition and realls
The following denition is introdued in [14℄:
Denition 7 A (left) non-assoiative permutative algebra is a ouple (A, ⋆), where A is a
vetor spae and ⋆ : A⊗A −→ A satises the following property: for all x, y, z ∈ A,
x ⋆ (y ⋆ z) = y ⋆ (x ⋆ z).
Let D be a set. A desription of the free non-assoiative permutative algebra NAPerm(D)
generated by D is given in [14℄. As a vetor spae, NAPerm(D) is equal to KT D. The non-
assoiative permutative produt is given in this way: for all t1 ∈ T D, t2 = Bd(F2) ∈ T D,
t1 ⋆ t2 = Bd(t1F2).
In other terms, t1 ⋆ t2 is the tree obtained by grafting t1 on the root of t2. As NAPerm(D) =
PL(D) as a vetor spae, lemma 3 is still true when one replaes PL(D) by NAPerm(D).
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2.2 Permutative strutures on planar rooted trees
Let us x now a non-empty set D. We dene the following produt on Br(D) = KT DP : for all
t ∈ T DP , t′ = Bd(t1 . . . tn) ∈ T DP ,
t ⋆ t′ =
n∑
i=0
Bd(t1 . . . titti+1 . . . tn).
Proposition 8 (Br(D), ⋆) is a non-assoiative permutative algebra.
Proof. Let us give K〈T DP 〉 its shue produt: for all t1, . . . , tm+n ∈ T DP ,
(t1 . . . tm) ∗ (tm+1 . . . tm+n) =
∑
σ∈Sh(m,n)
tσ−1(1) . . . tσ−1(m+n),
where Sh(m,n) is the set of permutations of Sm+n whih are inreasing on {1, . . . ,m} and
{m + 1, . . . ,m + n}. It is well known that ∗ is an assoiative, ommutative produt. For
example, for all t, t1, . . . , tn ∈ T DP :
t ∗ (t1 . . . tn) =
n∑
i=0
t1 . . . titti+1 . . . tn.
As a onsequene, for all x ∈ KT DP , y ∈ K〈T DP 〉, d ∈ D:
x ⋆ Bd(y) = Bd(x ∗ y). (1)
Let t1, t2, t3 = Bd(F3) ∈ T DP . Then, using (1):
t1 ⋆ (t2 ⋆ t3) = t1 ⋆ Bd(t2 ∗ F3)
= Bd(t1 ∗ (t2 ∗ F3))
= Bd((t1 ∗ t2) ∗ F3)
= Bd((t2 ∗ t1) ∗ F3)
= Bd(t2 ∗ (t1 ∗ F3))
= t2 ⋆ (t1 ⋆ t3).
So ⋆ is a non-assoiative permutative produt on Br(D). ✷
2.3 Freeness of Br(D) as a non-assoiative permutative algebra
We now assume that D is nite, of ardinality D. We an then assume that D = {1, . . . ,D}.
Theorem 9 (Br(D), ⋆) is a free non-assoiative permutative algebra.
Proof. We graduate D by putting D(1) = D. Then Br(D) is graded, the degree of a tree
t ∈ T DP being the number of its verties. By lemma 6, as the Poinaré-Hilbert series of D is
FD(x) = Dx, the Poinaré-Hilbert series of Br(D) is:
FBr(D)(x) =
∞∑
i=1
t′Di x
i =
1−√1− 4Dx
2
. (2)
We onsider the following isomorphism of vetor spaes:
B :


(K〈T DP 〉)d −→ Br(D)
(F1, . . . , FD) −→
d∑
i=1
Bi(Fi).
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Let us x a graded omplement V of the graded subspae Br(D) ⋆ Br(D) in Br(D). Beause
Br(D) is a graded and onneted (that is to say Br(D)(0) = (0)), V generates Br(D) as a
non-assoiative permutative algebra. By (1), Br(D) ⋆ Br(D) = B((T DP ∗K〈T DP 〉)D).
Let us then onsider T DP ∗K〈T DP 〉, that is to say the ideal of (K〈T DP 〉, ∗) generated by T DP .
It is known that (K〈T DP 〉, ∗) is isomorphi to a symmetri algebra (see [17℄). Hene, there exists
a graded subspae W of K〈T DP 〉, suh that (K〈T DP 〉, ∗) ≈ S(W ) as a graded algebra. We an
assume that W ontains KT DP . As a onsequene:
K〈T DP 〉
T DP ∗K〈T DP 〉
≈ S(W )
S(W )T DP
≈ S
(
W
KT DP
)
. (3)
We denote by wi the dimension of W (i) for all i ∈ N. Then, the Poinaré-Hilbert formal series
of S
(
W
KT D
P
)
is:
F
S
„
W
KT D
P
«(x) =
∞∏
i=1
1
(1− xi)wi−t′Di
. (4)
Moreover, the Poinaré-Hilbert formal series of K〈T DP 〉 ≈ S(W ) is, by (2):
FS(W )(x) =
1
1− FBr(D)(x)
=
1−√1− 4Dx
2Dx
=
FBr(D)(x)
Dx
=
∞∏
i=1
1
(1− xi)wi . (5)
So, from (3), using (4) and (5), the Poinaré-Hilbert series of T DP ∗K〈T DP 〉 is:
FT D
P
∗K〈T D
P
〉(x) = FS(W )(x)− F
S
„
W
KT D
P
«(x)
=
∞∏
i=1
1
(1− xi)wi
(
1−
∞∏
i=1
(1− xi)t′Di
)
=
FBr(D)(x)
Dx
(
1−
∞∏
i=1
(1− xi)t′Di
)
.
As B is homogeneous of degree 1, the Poinaré-Hilbert formal series of Br(D) ⋆ Br(D) is:
FBr(D)⋆Br(D)(x) = DxFT D
P
∗K〈T D
P
〉(x) = FBr(D)(x)
(
1−
∞∏
i=1
(1− xi)t′Di
)
.
Finally, the Poinaré-Hilbert formal series of V is:
FV (x) = FBr(D)(x)− FBr(D)⋆Br(D)(x) = FBr(D)(x)
∞∏
i=1
(1− xi)t′Di .
Let us now x a basis (vi)i∈I of V , formed of homogeneous elements. There is a unique
epimorphism of non-assoiative permutative algebras:
Θ :
{ NAPerm(I) −→ Br(D)
q i −→ vi.
We give to i ∈ I the degree of vi ∈ Br(D). With the indued gradation of NAPerm(I), Θ is a
graded epimorphism. In order to prove that it is an isomorphism, it is enough to prove that the
Poinaré-Hilbert series of NAPerm(I) and Br(D) are equal. By lemma 3, the formal series of
NAPerm(I), or, equivalently, of PL(I), is:
FNAPerm(I)(x) =
∞∑
n=1
tDi x
i =
FV (x)
∞∏
i=1
(1− xi)tDi
= FBr(D)(x)
∞∏
i=1
(1− xi)t′Di −tDi . (6)
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Let us prove indutively that tn = t
′
n for all n ∈ N. It is immediate if n = 0, as t0 = t′0 = 0. Let
us assume that tDi = t
′D
i for all i < n. Then:
∞∏
i=1
(1− xi)tDi −t′Di = 1 +O(xn).
As t′0 = 0, the oeient of x
n
in (6) is tn = t
′
n. So FNAPerm(I)(x) = FS(W )(x), and Θ is an
isomorphism. ✷
3 Freeness of Br(D) as a pre-Lie algebra
3.1 Main theorem
Theorem 10 Let D be a nite set. Then Br(D) is a free pre-Lie algebra.
Proof. We give a N
2
-gradation on Br(D) in the following way:
Br(D)(k, l) = V ect(t ∈ T DP / t has k verties and the fertility of its root is l).
The following points are easy:
1. For all i, j, k, l ∈ N, Br(D)(i, j) ⋆ Br(D)(k, l) ⊆ Br(D)(i+ k, l + 1).
2. For all i, j, k, l ∈ N, t1 ∈ Br(D)(i, j), t2 ∈ Br(D)(k, l), 〈t1; t2〉 − t1 ⋆ t2 ∈ Br(D)(i+ k, l).
Let us x a omplement V of Br(D) ⋆ Br(D) in Br(D) whih is N2-graded. Then Br(D) is
isomorphi as a N-graded non-assoiative permutative algebra to NAPerm(V ), the free non-
assoiative permutative algebra generated by V .
Let us prove that V also generates Br(D) as a pre-Lie algebra. As Br(D) is N-graded, with
Br(D)(0), it is enough to prove that Br(D) = V + 〈Br(D);Br(D)〉. Let x ∈ Br(D)(k, l), let us
show that x ∈ V + 〈Br(D);Br(D)〉 by indution on l. If l = 0, then t ∈ Br(D)(1) = V (1). If
l = 1, we an suppose that x = Bd(t), where t ∈ T DP . Then x = 〈t; qd〉 ∈ 〈Br(D);Br(D)〉. Let us
assume the result for all l′ < l. As V generates (Br(D), ⋆), we an write x as:
x = x′ +
∑
i
xi ⋆ yi,
where x′ ∈ V and xi, yi ∈ Br(D). By the rst point, we an assume that:∑
i
xi ⊗ yi ∈
⊕
i+j=k
Br(D)(i)⊗ Br(D)(j, l − 1).
So, by the seond point:
x− x′ −
∑
i
〈xi; yi〉 =
∑
i
xi ⋆ yi − 〈xi; yi〉
∈
∑
i+j=k
Br(D)(i+ j, l − 1)
∈ V + 〈Br(D);Br(D)〉,
by the indution hypothesis. So x ∈ V + 〈Br(D);Br(D)〉.
Hene, there is an homogeneous epimorphism:{ PL(V ) −→ Br(D)
v ∈ V −→ v.
As PL(V ), NAPerm(V ) and Br(D) have the same Poinaré-Hilbert formal series, this is an
isomorphism. ✷
We now give the number of generators of Br(D) in degree n when card(D) = D for small
values of n, omputed using lemmas 3 and 6:
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1. For n = 1, D.
2. For n = 2, 0.
3. For n = 3,
D2(D − 1)
2
.
4. For n = 4,
D2(2D − 1)(2D + 1)
3
.
5. For n = 5,
D2(31D3 − 2D2 − 3D − 2)
8
.
6. For n = 6,
D2(356D4 − 20D3 − 5D2 + 5D − 6)
30
.
7. For n = 7,
D2(5441D5 − 279D4 − 91D3 − 129D2 − 22D − 24)
144
.
3.2 Corollaries
Corollary 11 Let D be any set. Then Br(D) is a free pre-Lie algebra.
Proof. We graduate Br(D) by putting all the qd 's homogeneous of degree 1. Let V be a
graded omplement of 〈Br(D),Br(D)〉. There exists an epimorphism of graded pre-Lie algebras:
Θ :
{ PL(V ) −→ Br(D)
qv −→ v.
Let x be in the kernel of Θ. There exists a nite subset D′ of D, suh that all the deorations of
the verties of the trees appearing in x belong to Br(D′). By the preeding theorem, as Br(D′)
is a free pre-Lie algebra, x = 0. So Θ is an isomorphism. ✷
Corollary 12 Let D be a graded set, satisfying the onditions of lemma 3. There exists a
graded set D′, suh that (HDPR)ab is isomorphi, as a graded Hopf algebra, to HD
′
R .
Proof. (HDPR)ab is isomorphi, as a graded Hopf algebra, to U(Br(D))∗. For a good hoie
of D′, Br(D) is isomorphi to PL(D′) as a pre-Lie algebra, so also as a Lie algebra. So U(Br(D))
is isomorphi to U(PL(D′)). Dually, (HDPR)ab is isomorphi to HD
′
R . ✷
Corollary 13 Let D be graded set, satisfying the onditions of lemma 3. Then (HDPR)ab is a
ofree oalgebra. Moreover, Br(D) is free as a Lie algebra.
Proof. It is proved in [7℄ that (HD′R )∗ is a free algebra, so Prim((HD
′
R )
∗) = PL(D′) is a free
Lie algebra and HD′R is a ofree oalgebra. So Prim((HDPR)∗) = Br(D) is a free Lie algebra and
HDPR is a ofree oalgebra. ✷
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